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NOTEWORTHY NEWS
We are SO EXCITED!
After 44 years as
Profile Chorus,
we have chosen
a NEW NAME !!!

From a huge compilation of possibilities, the list was
narrowed down until finally, one name received the most
votes! We are happy with our decision and ready to reenergize our chorus with our new name!

Competition weekend will be here in 5
short weeks! We will be announced as
“Contestant Number 10—
Pretty ladies,

from Manchester, NH—
,Mary and Pat
Northern Voices A Cappella!”
Preparation for the big weekend always starts well
in advance. Over the past few months, we have
been fortunate to spend several evenings with two
of our favorite coaches, Diane Porsch and Karen
Rourke. They bring with them such enthusiasm,
energy and terrific ideas for interpretation! Now, to
just put all of the hard work we’ve been doing...on
stage...for 7 incredible minutes! Notably, Terry will
be performing on the risers with us, Diane will be
the Showmanship Judge at our competition—no
pressure, and Karen will be there as well to announce the choruses and sing with Boston Accent
one last time. They are performing in the Open Division. Knowing them, It ought to be just fabulous!

QUARTET NEWS
Twenty-two quartets will be
competing on stage Friday
night. We are so happy that
Musicality will be announced as #14! They are
excited to be in the mix and
have been preparing with
rehearsals and coaching
sessions for many months.
Best of luck, ladies!
No Kiddin’ will not be competing. Their Lead, Sarah, will be moving to Florida this month to begin
a new adventure with hubby, Brian. We will all
miss her wonderful voice and friendship but wish
her much happiness and success ahead.

Stepping Off the Risers
Singing the
National Anthem at the
Manchester
Monarchs
Game.

A concert for a
great audience
at Pleasant
View Retirement Center in
Concord.

Happy to be performing for the crowd at the
Made in NH Expo!

Come see us at our next event!

On and Off the Risers
“Vocalizing or singing through a
straw can be a very quick and
effective way to reset and free
your voice. It’s a great way to
activate an open throat and upper facial resonance without
any strain on the voice.” Find
out more here. We just started this
2 weeks ago at rehearsal and it is amazing!

A new group of singers will be going to International Competition in September with Harmony
on the Sound Chorus! They are the NOTS (North
of the Sound) group and consist of ladies from
MVC and NVAC (our chorus)! NOT only do they
have 2 other songs and choreo to learn, but
throw in extra travel time, rehearsals, coaching,
costume, etc. and it can seem overwhelming!
You know how it goes! Here are the SUPER SIX!
“It’s a wonderful opportunity
for those of us
who have never
competed at International, to
cross it off the
bucket list...and
an equally wonderful opportunity to repeat the experience for those of us (me) who haven’t been on
the International contest stage in nearly 20 years!”
- Deanna

Lauren took a big step out of her comfort zone a
few weekends ago, when she attended the first
ever Mixed Harmony Brigade in the U.S. that
took place in Bedford, Ma.
(Lauren is 2nd from left.)
“A brigade is an extreme quartetting event where everyone has to learn
10-12 high caliber songs note and word perfect and when you arrive you
are expected to quartet with every person in attendance before the end of
the last day. There is also a mandatory random quartet contest where
you did not know who you would sing
with or what song you would sing until
it was drawn out of a hat 20 minutes
before stage time! I drew the ballad " I
Will Go Sailing No More" from Toy
Story. I didn't place in the finals but I
got a smile from the judges (Double
Date, 2-time World Mixed Harmony
Quartet Champions). On Saturday evening, we all got together to form an
115 person mixed chorus and performed all of the songs for friends, family, and guests, we had an 8-minute rehearsal as a large ensemble for
each song prior to showtime. I was extremely proud of myself because I
had never quartetted before and I never learned 10 songs as fast as I
had. This event really boosted my confidence! For more information
about next year's event, visit https://www.mhbne.org/

.” - Lauren

IMPORTANT COMING EVENTS!
May 2—Family and Friends Night
May 11-12—Region 1 Competiition in Springfield,,MA
May 18—Knights of Columbus Dinner in Concord
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